OPEN SYSTEMS REPLICATION
Business systems contain vast amounts of valuable corporate data. Access current customer data and service your customers based on up to the minute data.

UDASynch software is a comprehensive high-quality data synchronization product that will distribute transactional data and replicate it to support business operations and business intelligence needs. With UDASynch in place your team will make decisions that will positively change the way you do business and deliver customer services.

PRODUCTIVITY GAINS
The most productive thing an organization can do is get value from doing more with its information. Productivity gains can be realized with an innovative data management approach that enhances data sharing and analytics, empowers people and responds to a diverse range of business operational needs in today’s fast paced technology enabled world.

POWER AND COMPLEXITY
UDASynch is installed on the source server and configured to access data sources. Transactions are intercepted using a near zero level, low impact interface. Choose filters to sync data based on rules – only the required data is moved. Monitor and Manage processes with Synch Monitor. Manage syntax changes with database tables and column names easily. Transactions are added to a message queue which seamlessly transports data to the target server and tables. As a byproduct you will have ...

- Loaded data efficiently and quickly to your operational data store, data warehouse
- Offloaded reporting from production systems and reduced the load and impact

- Supplied a copy of data to other business servers
- Zero risk or damage to valuable source data
- Eliminated errors caused by lack of information
- Delivered quick time to value

HEAR IT FROM OUR CUSTOMERS
"The real value of comes from accomplishing what cannot be done with any other real-time data access solution."

Carillion Health Systems

UDASynch is available for multi-database and multi O/S combinations.

GET IN TOUCH

Email: sales@mbfoster.com
Web: mbfoster.com/contact-us
Phone: 1-800-ANSWERS